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a Pical nasal sonant in the Tamil examples of M. Pfeiffer’s book is traditionally repre

sented by In/ and in Kurux examples by /n/ (in Tamil examples \n\ is a dental s °Jia^P-
As regards the meaning of \n\ in other languages, the reader may guess it himse f. e
same can be said about \w\ (a labio-dental sonant in Gondi), ¡v\ (a bilabial sonant m
Pen go and a labio-dental sonant in other languages), and some other designations, the
basic requirement made of any scientific transcription is that one and the same sounc
always be denoted by one and the same sign and that one and the same sign always denotes
0ne and the same sound. The neglect of this requirement in the book, the basic conten
of which consists in describing sound correspondences, creates unjustified difficulties tor
the reader. The transcription used in the reviewed book can serve as an example o a

tradition in Dravidology which should not be adhered to. _
M. Pfeiffer considers the historic phonology of Kurux the topic of his researc .

But Kurux is not a written language and consequently lacks history. Therefore it is
^dually impossible to write a historical phonology of this language as it is to wn e i s
his torical grammar. In reality, the author of the book operates not with historically
lamented forms of the Kurux language but mainly with sound correspondences be-
tween the present state of the Kurux language and other Dravidian languages, including
the reconstructed Proto-Dravidian state. The author’s principal achievement just consists
ln having established a maximal number of regular sound correspondences between
5 u iux and the Proto-Dravidian state. The two main chapters of the book are dedicated

this problem; the second chapter (“Kurux Phonemes and Their Correspondences m
ther Dravidian Languages”, pp. 13-141) and the third chapter ( The eve opmen o

Phonemes out of Those of Proto-Dravidian”, pp. 142-166). The author has con-
\ Uc tod a great work and systematically, phoneme after phoneme, ana yze e w o
an guage material he had at his disposal. As a result, he has received such a comprehensive

Dcture of sound correspondences for the Kurux language which is not available at presen
for any other Dravidian language. In particular he has established a considerable num er

0 Positionally conditioned regular correspondences (various types o compensa ory
elon gati on of short vowels, nasalization of short vowels following a labial consonant an

^ceding the sonant y. numerous variants of reflecting Proto-Dravidian consonants, etc ).
arthermore, he has determined the correspondence of the Proto-Dravidian -.

5*' */ 1 6 (pp. 149-150), disproved M. B. Emeneau’s rule which says that the Proto-
Dravidian * c . preceding the vowels u and S is reflected in Kurux, Malto, and Brahui a

P (PP- 66-67, 119); he is the first one to have reconstructed a considerable numbe

ro^O'Kravidian roots. .

One of M. Pfeiffer’s undoubtful achievements is his outline of t re emergei ^
he Kurux phoneme /*/ from /a/ (under the assimilating influence of the following t. u. y)

% n .d based on this thesis his very convincing reconstruction of the past ense orma

in forms like arekan T climbed’ &lt;*9rgikan &lt;*argikan from arg- ‘to climb (PP-^ &gt;
ae can add here his reconstruction of the present tense formative in o rn

o?*^ &lt;*urkhdnar ‘they go out’ in analogy to urkhdan T go out (p. ). as we
er more specialized observations and reconstructions.

For the first time in Dravidology, M. Pfeiffer presents a iarge-scalemvest'gation

alternation of vowels (•«/*«/*&lt;. *«/*«* ** *’ l, \_ *
ns °nants (*k-l*c- *c-l*t- *v-l*p-, *-k-\ -v-\ -m-, c / ¡ y .

etc.) in reconstructed forms of Proto-Dravidian roots (like
k ayl*key ‘hand’, where *a/*e alternate in the position before *y). Unfortunately it
em ains unclear if he understands such reconstructed variants as always coexisting

oInChr0nica% (hke the forms bv/ber-lbir-fbor- in the Russian brat ‘to take , beru I take
lrat ‘ ‘to select’, otbor ‘selection’) or - at least in certain cases - as a definite hm y

hlcb , at the present level of knowledge, the reconstruction cannot go (like. e. g., m y

ases with root *i/*e, *ul*o and a following in the suffix syllable). In any case,
a ^b er of examples one can establish a diachronical connection between the suggest

( ° 0t variants. Thus. e. g„ among the forms (p. 54) the oldest one is ot-
(aS m Kurux odx- ‘to release’); *ut- (as in Tamil utatu- ‘to shake off ) appears in the lan-


